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Abstract. In this research, we re-arrange FIPA’s ACL performatives
to form a subsumption lattice (ontology) and apply a theory of social
commitments to achieve a simpliﬁed and observable model of agent
behaviour. Using this model, we have implemented agent interaction
through social commitments (or obligations) based solely on observation
of messages passed between the agents (such observation is supported by
the cooperation domain mechanism in our agent infrastructure system).
Moreover, because the performatives are in a subsumption lattice, it is
relatively easy for an observer to infer social commitment relationships
even if the observer does not understand the details of messages or even
the exact performatives used (so long as the observer has access to the
performatives ontology).
Our social commitment model can be used in agent implementation
to simplify the speciﬁcation and observation of agent behaviour even if
the agents themselves are not implemented using social commitments.
This is accomplished through the use of commitment operators attached
to the performatives (as policies) in the subsumption lattice.
In this work, we show how FIPA’s performatives can be interpreted
in a theory of social commitment to allow observable social behaviour
and conformance to social norms.

1

Introduction

The FIPA standard SC00061G [8] has deﬁned inter-agent messages in the envelope/letter pattern, where the “envelope” contains several standard ﬁelds which
must be understood by all agents in the community, and the “letter” part may
or may not be understood by other agents. FIPA further deﬁnes the contents of
several envelope ﬁelds such as performative (the type of the communicative act),
sender, receiver, content, ontology, reply-with, in-reply-to, reply-by and others.
We focus primarily on the performative ﬁeld as the main means by which
agents can choose their behaviour in reaction to a particular message.
F. Dignum et al. (Eds.): AC 2005, LNAI 3859, pp. 93–108, 2006.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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Table 1. FIPA performatives

Performative
Description
accept-proposal accepting a previous proposal
agree
agreeing to perform some action
cancel
inform another agent that it no longer need perform some action
call-for-proposal call for proposals to perform an action
conﬁrm
informs a given proposition is true
disconﬁrm
informs a given proposition is false
failure
an action was attempted but failed
inform
a given proposition is true
inform-if
inform whether a proposition is true
inform-ref
inform the object which corresponds to a descriptor
not-understood did not understand what the receiver just did
propagate
pass a message on
propose
submit a proposal to perform an action
proxy
pass on an embedded message
query-if
asking whether a proposition is true
query-ref
asking for the object referred to
refuse
refusing to perform an action
reject-proposal rejecting a proposal during negotiation
request
request to perform some action
request-when
request to perform an action when a proposition becomes true
request-whenever request to perform an action each time proposition becomes true
subscribe
request to notify the value of a ref. whenever the object changes

Furthermore, we only focus on the behaviour relative to communication acts
(speech acts) in conversation and do not delve into physical acts or domainspeciﬁc acts.
1.1

Performatives

The FIPA standard SC00037J [9] deﬁnes 22 “Communicative Act” names as
values for the performative ﬁeld (see Table 1).
In implementing our agent infrastructure, CASA [13], we have found that the
FIPA performatives were very useful in that they include communicative acts
that we would not have initially thought of ourselves. Unfortunately, it became
obvious that they do not form a computationally useful set for our agents to
decide on an action when they receive a message. When our agents used FIPA’s
ﬂat classiﬁcation, they had to switch behaviour in an ad-hoc manner for (almost)
each of the 22 performatives. Our agents needed to perform a list of actions for
each performative, and these actions were often duplicated among several of the
performative behaviours. This lead to a complex and error-prone speciﬁcation.
Furthermore, we had to extend the list of performatives, and each of our agents
had to constantly update the list.
We found that if we arrange the same performatives in a subsumption lattice
(see Figure 1), we can succinctly glean the semantic information we need to clas-
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performative
inform

proxy propagate ack
reply

request cancel
reply-propose-discharge affirmative-reply propose-discharge nack
confirm disconfirm

done

inform-ref query-if request-when propose
query-ref call-for-participation request-whenever
subscribe

agree notify accept-proposal negative-reply

timeout failure not-understood reject-proposal refuse

Fig. 1. The CASA performative subsumption lattice

sify the message and decide on a course of action. Because certain performatives
are subtypes of others, we need only specify individual actions once for the parent
performative type, and those actions are “inherited” by the child performative
types. Thus, we eliminate the redundancies and simplify the speciﬁcation signiﬁcantly. We also eliminate the need for every agent to always be updated on
the semantics of every extension to the performatives lattice: they can always
interpret a new type of performative in terms of its parent type. (And for an
agent to ask for the parentage of an unknown performative is a trivial operation
which is supported by our infrastructure.)
1.2

The CASA Architecture

The CASA architecture [13] is an experimental infrastructure on which agents
can be implemented. CASA agents work by exchanging messages (via TCP/IP or
by local method calls) which consist of key/value pairs. The keys in the messages
are the various FIPA message ﬁeld names, but may also include other, extended
keys, as appropriate.
The CASA architecture is a general purpose agent agent environment, but
deﬁnes several specialized agents (see Figure 2). CASA deﬁnes computational
areas (usually a single computer), and each area has exactly one Local Area
Coordinator (LAC) agent. A LAC agent is a registry of agents for its area, and
is responsible to act as a “white pages directory” for its area, to run agents on
behalf of agents in its or other areas, as well as to perform several other duties.
Another important type of agent is a Cooperation Domain (CD), which acts
like a “meeting room” for agents. Agents may join and then send messages to
a CD which, by default, re-broadcasts the message to all of its members. CDs
are particularly useful for third-party observers of agent conversations. These
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Fig. 2. The CASA architecture

observer agents can analyze agent behaviour on the behalf of the larger society of
agents for various purposes such as analysis, possible sanctioning of rogue agents
[11,16], or merely reporting unacceptable, malicious, or erroneous behaviour.
CASA is particularly concerned with agent behaviour and the observability of
agents’ behaviour. Unfortunately, the semantics behind FIPA’s model is based
on the BDI (Beliefs, Desired, Intensions) model, which has long been criticized
as requiring “omniscient” knowledge of the internal workings of all agents in the
environment [17]. Since the inner workings of agents is not typically available to
an outside observer, the observer cannot predict expected behaviour of agents.
Therefore, an observer has no formal bases on which to judge agent behaviour
as “acceptable”, “harmful”, “malicious”, “useful”, etc. to the society of agents.
An alternate agent model is the commitment-based model [1]. Communicative
acts between agents generate social commitments, which form a social “contract”
among the agents. Assuming the communicative acts can be observed (as CASA
is careful to support), an outside observer can infer social commitments among
the observed agents. Our model is formally speciﬁed [3,4,5] and forms a clean
formal basis on which an observer can decide whether or not a particular agent is
fulﬁlling its social commitments, and therefore has a sound foundation on which
to judge agents’ behaviour.

2

Messages and Performatives

As stated in the introduction, we wish to simplify the speciﬁcation of possible
agent behaviour. As a step in that direction, we arrange our communicative acts,
which we base on the FIPA standard, in a subsumption lattice of performatives
as described in Figure 1. In the lattice, every child performative inherits the
attributes of all of its ancestor performatives. In particular, we can associate
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policies with any performative, which will be inherited by all children of that
performative. This is described in detail in Section 3.
Note that the performatives in Figure 1 are actually a superset of the performatives deﬁned by FIPA. Some of the new performatives are classes of performative types which do not add any real semantic information to their children, but
serve to enable our agents (and their observers) to more easily classify performatives into broader categories; thus allowing for more “superﬁcial” speciﬁcation
where appropriate. For example, an observer, Carol, may note that an agent,
Bob, sent a request to agent Alice, and that Alice replied with a failure performative. If Carol is tracking only social commitments, then she would not care
if Alice had replied with a failure, a non-understood, a reject-proposal, a refuse,
or some other descendent of nack and reply; in any of these cases, there is no
social commitment entailed. Indeed, Carol need not understand the performative in the reply send by Alice, as long as she is aware (by looking it up in the
appropriate ontology) that the performative in Alice’s reply is subsumed by a
nack (negative acknowledge).
Other extensions to the FIPA performatives include the addition of an ack
(acknowledge) performative, which, in CASA, serves as an optional top-level
method of checking receipt of messages. The use of ack will be be further explained in the light of social commitments in Section 3.

3

Commitments

We model agent communication as generating (or deleting) social commitments,
thus allowing observation of the state of social commitments within a society of
agents. More speciﬁcally, the performatives in agent communication acts (messages), are translated (by a set of polices) to a set of social commitment operators,
which either add or delete a speciﬁc class of social commitments. We model a
social commitment as the promise by a debtor agent to a creditor agent(s) to do
some action:
(debtor, creditor, action)
and we model a social commitment operator as either an add or delete of a
commitment (refer to [7] for a detailed view of the life cycle of commitments):
(add|delete, socialCommitment)
We have deﬁned several polices (eg: propose, accept, reject, counter, and inform) [5] which can be applied to an agent’s outgoing and incoming messages
and set of social commitment operators:
apply: message × Ppolicy × ontology → PsocialCommitmentOperator
Here, we mean that if we observe an agent’s incoming or outgoing message, we
can interpret it in the context of the agent’s (or the society of agent’s) policies
and ontology. (The ontology is necessary to provide a semantics for the performatives.) Of course, not all the policies are applicable to a particular message;
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Table 2. An informal description of the conversation policies as deﬁned by Flores and
Kremer. (The names of some of the policies have changed since the original work).
Policy
P-inform
P-ack
P-request
P-counteroﬀer
P-reply
P-agree
P-done

Description
commits the addressee to acknowledge
releases informed agents of the commitment to acknowledge
commits the proposed agents to reply
commits addressees to reply
releases proposed agents of the commitment to reply and releases counteroﬀered agents of the commitment to reply
an acceptance realizes the shared uptake of proposed/counteroﬀered
commitments
releases accepted agents of the commitment earlier agree

a matching function (see Section 4.1) is used to choose the subset of applicable
policies. The applicable polices are then executed to produce the set of social
commitment operators.
Furthermore, we can commit this set of social commitment operators to an
existing set of social commitments:
commit: PsocialCommitment × PsocialCommitmentOperator
→ PsocialCommitment
Thus, it is easy to build up (or reduce) a set of social commitments based
on observed messages. Note that this is just as easy for an individual agent to
track its own social commitments (as in our implementation) or for a 3rd party
observer to track all of the social commitments of a society of agents (as in
Heard’s study of sanctioning of rogue agents [11]).
Table 2 informally describes some of the fundamental polices we have deﬁned so far. The policies are meant to be used by a community of agents as
a description of “social norms”. The policies are used to map our FIPA-based
performatives to social commitments.

4

Using Social Commitments with Performatives

As already alluded to, we eﬀectively use policies to annotate the performative
lattice with social commitment operators to form expectations about agent behaviour (the “normative” behaviour of agents in a society of agents). Figure
3 illustrates some of the polices by describing the relationship between (part
of) the performative lattice and commitments through policies and commitment
operators. The performative lattice on the left, and the curved arrows originating on the performatives represent the policies that indicate the associated social
commitment operators (center right column). The arrows originating in the commitment operators illustrate the type of the commitments’ third parameter (an
action) and terminate on the action subtype of the action. Since these particular
policies are about conversational acts, all of these arrows (except the last two)
terminate on subtypes of communication-act.
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Performatives

Policies

Performative

P-inform

P-ack

Inform

Social Commitments

Commitment-operator
Operator: add
Commitment: (receiver,sender,ack)

action

Commitment-operator
Operator: delete
Commitment: (sender,receiver,ack)

communication-act

Ack
P-request

P-reply

Request

Commitment Operators
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Reply

Agree
P-agree

Commitment-operator
Operator: add
Commitment: (reciever,sender,reply)

ack

Commitment-operator
Operator: delete
Commitment: (receiver,sender,reply)

reply

Commitment-operator
Operator: add
Commitment: (receiver,sender,content)

Unspecified action

Confirm
P-confirm

Commitment-operator
Operator: delete
Commitment: (receiver,sender,content)

Fig. 3. Part of the CASA performative subsumption lattice together with their relationship via policies and performative operators to social commitments. The policies
are labelled with the policy names from Table 2.

The curved arrows between the performatives and the social commitment operators in Figure 3 represent some of the policies described in [5] and informally
described in Table 2. For example, the P-inform policy associated with the inform
perforative would read “if Bob receives a message with an inform performative
from Alice, then there exists a social commitment for Bob to send an acknowledgement to Alice (∃sc: socialCommitment, x: ack • sc = (Bob, Alice, x))”.
The reading of the request performative’s P-request policy is a bit more complex. Because request is a subtype of inform, not only do we have to apply
the P-request policy, but also the P-inform policy as well (and likewise up
the lattice for every ancestor performative). So we would read the P-request
policy as “if Bob receives a message with a request performative from Alice,
then there exists a social commitment for Bob to send an acknowledgement
to Alice and another social commitment for Bob to send a reply to Alice,
(∃sc1 , sc2 : socialCommitment, x1: ack, x2 : reply • sc1 = (Bob, Alice, x1 ) ∧ sc2 =
(Bob, Alice, x2 ))”.
This may seem somewhat redundant since a single conversational act (request) makes two (very similar) social commitments. But it makes sense and
yields needed ﬂexibility. If Alice were requesting Bob attend a meeting, Bob
might not have his calendar with him, so might not be able to reply to Alice,
but could acknowledge that he had received the request (“I’ll check my calendar”). Alice would then know that Bob had received the request and the social
commitment to acknowledge would be deleted (by policy P-ack), but the social
commitment for Bob to reply to Alice would remain. Later, Bob would reply
(aﬃrmatively [agree] or negatively [by some reply that is subsumed by nack]),
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and that would remove the second social commitment (by policy P-reply). And
that would end the conversation because there would exist no more conversational social commitments between the two. (Well, not quite: if Bob had replied
aﬃrmatively [using an agree performative], then Bob and Alice would uptake
the social commitments for Bob to attend the meeting and to tell Alice about it
[by policy P-agree] – but we will get into those details later in Section 5.)
On the other hand, if Bob did have his calendar with him when Alice requested
he attend the meeting, then does Bob have to send an acknowledgement to Alice,
and then send a reply to Alice? That wouldn’t be very eﬃcient. Fortunately, Bob
doesn’t have to respond twice: If Bob immediately sends a reply to Alice, then
the social commitment to reply will be removed (by policy P-reply), and so will
the social commitment to acknowledge. Why? Because, by virtue of reply being
subsumed by ack, the reply will generate two commitment operators
∃delReply, delAck: socialCommitmentOperator •
∃r: reply, a: ack •
delReply = (delete, (Bob, Alice, r)) ∧ delAck = (delete, (Bob, Alice, a))
which will remove both of the commitments set up by the original request.
4.1

Implementation with Social Commitments

Thus, agents can be implemented by dealing with incoming messages by merely
applying all the policies associated with the performative in the message and
also those policies associated with all of the ancestors of the performatives in
the message. These polices will either add or delete social commitments. It is
important to note that this is also exactly what an observer does as well: The
social commitments are in the context of the entire community of agents, so an
observer’s record of social commitments should always be consistent with (be a
superset of) any observed agent’s record of social commitments.
Agents do not have to be implemented using social commitments (as may
have been implied by the previous paragraph). Observers can still use social
commitments to formulate a model of agent behaviour regardless of how the
agent is implemented. The policies merely form a codiﬁcation of social norms. An
agent that is not implemented using social commitments (who is well behaved)
would still be regarded as not breaking any commitments by an observer using
reasonable social commitment policies (like the ones in Table 2).
CASA implements its agents as either social commitment agents as listed
above, or as reactive agents. Both kinds of agents use the same set of named
policies, but the diﬀerence is that the policy implementation is diﬀerent. When
a social commitment-based agent “sees” an incoming or outgoing message, it
merely applies it’s policies to add or delete social commitments; later (during
otherwise idle time) it will attempt to discharge any social commitments (for
which it is the debtor) by executing them when it can. On the other hand, reactive agents will respond to a message immediately (without “thinking”) whenever it “sees” an incoming message. Reactive agents do nothing in idle time, do
nothing with outgoing messages, and don’t keep a record of social commitments.
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Both types of agents follow the same normative protocols, but the sequence of
messages is usually quite diﬀerent. For example, social commitment agents may
easily and naturally choose to prioritize their tasks; reactive agents can’t handle
prioritized tasks easily.
4.2

Formal Model

It only remains to more formally describe how to apply social commitment operators to an agent’s record of social commitments. If we assume an agent’s record
of social commitments is a set, SC, the operator op is applied as follows:
∀op: socialCommitmentOperator, sc: socialCommitment•
op = (add, sc) → SC  = SC ∪ sc ∧
op = (delete, sc) → SC  = SC\match(sc, SC)
(In the above, we use SC to represent the value of SC after the operation
has taken place, á la Z [2].) That is, an add operator just inserts a new social
commitment into the record, and a delete operator just removes any matching
social commitments from the record. The match function takes a commitment
and a set of commitments and returns a subset of the second argument as follows:
∀sc : socialCommitment, SC: PsocialCommitment • match(sc, SC) ≡
{i ∈ SC|sc.debtor = i.debtor ∧ sc.creditor = i.creditor ∧
typeOf (sc.action) typeOf (i.action)}
The reader may have noticed that there is no order speciﬁed on the application of several operators in response to a message, and, as a result, it is
therefore possible that a delete operation may not remove any social commitments at all. In fact, this could be the case in Alice and Bob’s meeting. If Bob
were to reply to Alice (without ﬁrst sending an acknowledgement) and the observer ﬁrst applied the (delete,(Bob,Alice,reply)) operator, it would remove both
the (Bob,Alice,reply) and the (Bob,Alice,ack) social commitments from the social commitments record. Then, when the observer applied the second operator,
(delete,(Bob,Alice,ack)), there would be no change to the social commitments
record. Our choice is not to worry about such null deletions, but other implementations may wish to avoid such empty applications either by applying the least
speciﬁc deletions ﬁrst if there is a subsumption relationship among operators,
or by changing the match() function to only match on the most speciﬁc social
commitment in the argument set.
Space limitations prohibit a detailed account of the formalization here, but a
detailed formalization may be found in [3].

5

An Example

As a more formal example, we repeat the example of Bob and Alice’s meeting
using the more formal framework and tracking the conversation through to the
end (signaled by there being no more social commitments left from the conversation). Figure 4 shows an interaction diagram of the conversation: Alice ﬁrst
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Alice
Alice

m1. Can you
attend this
meeting?

m2. Sure...

Bob
Bob

(performative: request, content: attend(Bob,x))
(performative: agree, content: attend(Bob,x))
(performative: ack, content: attend(Bob,x))
m3. (nod)
m5. (nod)

m4. I m here
(performative: inform, content: attend(Bob,x))
(performative: ack, content: attend(Bob,x))
(performative: confirm, content: attend(Bob,x))
(performative: ack, content: attend(Bob,x))

m6. Thanks
for coming.

m7. (nod)

Fig. 4. Alice and Bob’s conversation about a meeting

asks Bob to attend a meeting, “x” 1 , by sending a message to Bob with a request
performative and a contents describing the request, (attend(Bob, x)). Bob immediately conﬁrms his acceptance to attend the meeting, by sending a message
back to Alice with an agree performative and the same descriptive content. Alice
acknowledges by sending an ack message back to Bob.
Later, Bob sends another message to Alice, informing him that the predicate,
attend(Bob, x), is true, that he is currently attending the meeting. Alice acknowledges. Alice then responds by sending a message to Bob with a conﬁrm-complete
performative, and the same contents. Bob acknowledges.
Does Alice and Bob’s conversation conform to the social norms implied by the
policies? Figure 5 describes the conversation in terms of the messages, policies,
social commitment operators, and the constantly changing set of social commitments held by both Bob and Alice, and that would be held by an observer
listening to the conversation.
Each row in Figure 5 represents the same message passing between the conversational participants as the corresponding cartoon balloons in Figure 4. In row
m1 , Alice sends a message with a request performative to Bob and containing the
content predicate attend(Bob, x). Then Bob, Alice, and the observer can look up
request in the policies in Figure 3 and see that there are two applicable policies
(by searching up the lattice from the request node) representing policy P-inform
and P-propose. To apply these policies, we need only apply the operators, which
are (add, (receiver, sender, reply)) and (add, (receiver, sender, ack)). So we add
these two social commitments to our set of social commitments.
Note that we have a slight notational diﬃculty here. We need to contextualize
the reply and the ack social commitments with what to reply/acknoweldge to. In
1

The meeting is normally described by an expression, but we omit the details here
for the sake of brevity.
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Message
Policy

Operator

Social Commitments

performative

sender

rec r

content

m1

request

Alice

Bob

attend(
Bob, x)

P-request
P-inform

(add,(Bob, Alice, reply(m1)))
(add,(Bob, Alice, ack(m1)))

(Bob, Alice, reply(m1))
(Bob, Alice, ack(m1))

m2

agree

Bob

Alice

attend(
Bob, x)

P-reply
P-ack
P-agree

(delete,(Bob, Alice, reply(m1)))
(delete,(Bob, Alice, ack(m1)))
(add,(Bob, Alice,
attend(Bob,x)))
(add,(Bob, Alice, p-d(Bob,x)))
(add,(Alice, Bob, ack(m2)))

(Bob, Alice, reply(m1))
(Bob, Alice, ack(m1))
(Bob, Alice,
attend(Bob,x))
(Bob, Alice,p-d(Bob,x))
(Alice, Bob, ack(m2))

m3

ack

Alice

Bob

attend(
Bob, x)
P-ack

(delete,(Alice, Bob, ack(m2)))

(Bob, Alice,
attend(Bob,x))
(Bob, Alice,p-d(Bob,x))
(Alice, Bob, ack(m2))

m4

proposedischarge

Bob

Alice

attend(
Bob, x)
P-prop-dis

(delete,(Bob,Alice,p-d(Bob,x))
(add,(Alice,Bob,r-p-d(Bob,x))
(add,(Alice, Bob, ack(m4)))

(Bob, Alice,
attend(Bob,x))
(Bob, Alice,p-d(Bob,x))
(Alice,Bob,r-p-d(Bob,x)
(Alice, Bob, ack(m4))

P-ack

(delete,(Alice, Bob, ack(m4)))

(Bob, Alice,
attend(Bob,x))
(Alice,Bob,r-p-d(Bob,x)
(Alice, Bob, ack(m4))

P-confirm
P-reply-p-d
P-inform

(delete,(Bob, Alice,
attend(Bob,x))
(delete, (Alice,Bob,r-p-d(Bob,x))
(add,(Bob, Alice, ack(m6)))

(Bob, Alice,
attend(Bob,x))
(Alice,Bob,r-p-d(Bob,x)
(Bob, Alice, ack(m6))

P-ack

(delete,(Bob, Alice, ack(m6)))

(Bob, Alice, ack(m6))

Id

P-inform

P-inform
m5

ack

Alice

Bob

attend(
Bob, x)

m6

confirm

Alice

Bob

attend(
Bob, x)

m7

ack

Bob

Alice

attend(
Bob, x)

Fig. 5. Alice and Bob’s conversation about a meeting

the software, this is just done by attaching a copy of the message, which allows
us to take advantage of FIPA’s reply-with ﬁeld and unambiguously mark the message as speciﬁcally in the context of the original inform/request message. However,
here, we use the notation “reply(messagei)” to succinctly show the same thing.
The m2 row of Figure 5 shows Bob immediately agreeing to go to the meeting. (He could have acknowledged receipt of the message ﬁrst, which would have
deleted the (Bob, Alice, ack(m1 )) commitment.) He replied with an agree performative, which isn’t listed in Figure 3, but is a subtype of aﬃrmative-reply (see
Figure 1). Looking up the policies for aﬃrmative-reply in Figure 3 shows that
four policies are applicable (representing policies P-reply, P-ack, P-agree, and
P-inform). These four policies can be applied in any order, but all sequences will
yield the same end result (although intermediate results may diﬀer). Applying
these policies in the order given, (delete, (Bob, Alice, reply(m1))) will delete both
social commitments (Bob, Alice, reply(m1 )) and (Bob, Alice, ack(m1 )).
(delete, (Bob, Alice, ack(m1))) will ﬁnd nothing to delete (because the “target”
has just been deleted), but this is ﬁne. The (add, (Bob, Alice, attend(Bob, x))) operator is parameterized with the action predicate in the contents of the m2 message, and adds the (Bob, Alice, attend(Bob, x)) social commitment to the set of
social commitments. Finally, the (add, (Alice, Bob, ack(m2 ))) operator adds the
required commitment for Bob to acknowledge.
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The m3 row shows Bob acknowledging the previous agree message, and removing the social commitment for that acknowledgement.
Time passes, and the meeting commences. In row m4 , Bob informs Alice that
he has fulﬁlled his commitment, (Bob, Alice, attend(Bob, x)), to attend the meeting, which invokes two policies, P-inform and P-propose-discharge. This message
does not remove the (Bob, Alice, attend(Bob, x)) commitment. Intuitively, this is
because Alice has not yet conﬁrmed that Bob has attended the meeting and has
satisfactorily fulﬁlled his commitment. If Alice were an agent that could sense
her environment, and could “see” that Bob were in attendance, Bob would not
have to send this message and we wouldn’t have to include rows m4 and m5 in
the table.
Row m5 shows Alice acknowledging Bob’s inform.
In row m6 , Alice has “seen” that Bob is in attendance at the meeting and
sends a message with the conﬁrm performative. This invokes three policies (Pdone, P-reply-propose-discharge, and P-inform) which delete Bob’s outstanding
commitments to attend the meeting and to tell Alice about it and adds a commitment for Bob to acknowledge the conﬁrm message.
Finally, in row m7 , Bob acknowledges Alice’s last message, which removes the
last of the social commitments. There being no more social commitments left,
the conversation is over.
Just so the reader is not left with the impression that this work only applies
to hypothetical human examples, we include a snapshot of the CASA system
in the process of an actual agent conversation (see Figure 6). Here, we show
a Cooperation Domain that has just fulﬁlled its obligations in three distinct
(and interleaved) conversations: a request-to-join-CD conversation, a request-tosubscribe (to be updated on membership changes) conversation, and a requestfor-a-membership-list conversation. The upper pane in the snapshot shows the
recently discharged social commitments. The lower pane shows the message just
received from another agent (called Jason) acknowledging successful completion
of the get-members request (a reply performative).
5.1

Variations: Flexibility and Eﬃciency

As already mentioned, if Alice could sense her environment, she could notice on
her own that Bob was attending the meeting, and messages m4 and m5 (rows
m4 and m5 in Figure 5) could be omitted. If this were the case, and Bob sent
the inform message anyway, the conversation would still not be harmed. The
number of the messages in the conversation would drop from 7 to 5.
Our protocols, as deﬁned in Table 2 and Figure 3, call for every message to be
acknowledged. This is an option in our system, and can easily be “turned oﬀ”
by merely deleting the policies in Figure 3 associated with P-inform and P-ack.
If we do remove the P-inform policy, then messages m3 , m5 and m7 disappear
and the number of messages drops from 7 to 4.
By combining both strategies in the previous two paragraphs, we can reduce
the number of messages in the conversation from 7 to 3. The resulting conversation appears in Figure 7.
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Fig. 6. A CASA CD conversing with another agent requesting to join the CD

5.2

Implementation Considerations

Figure 8 shows the conversational “schema” that arises from the polices involved
in a typical request conversation, like the one between Alice and Bob or between
the CD and another agent in Section 5. This ﬁgure is from the viewpoint of
the actual implementation in CASA. The heavy vertical lines represent the two
agents over time. The heavy horizontal arrows indicate messages, and the reader
will no doubt notice that there are eight messages exchanged in this seemingly
simple conversation. The reader should not be put oﬀ by this: this is only the
worst case, and we have shown how this conversation can be dramatically simpliﬁed (optimized) earlier in this section. CASA can do this optimization.
Each of Figure 8’s messages are labelled above with their possible performatives and their supertype sublattice. Arrows emerging from the performative
names represent the applicable policies and social commitment operators (solid
indicates add, and dashed indicates delete). The policy arrows terminate on
shared (underscored) and private (grayed) social commitments. Some interesting details of the theory and implementation are shown in this diagram that
aren’t explicit elsewhere in this paper:
The lighter-colored (non-underscored) private social commitments in the ﬁgure form the method we use to attach agent executable code (usually a method
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Message
Policy

Operator

Social Commitments

Id

performative

sender

rec r

content

m1

request

Alice

Bob

attend(
Bob, x)

P-request

(add,(Bob, Alice, reply(m1)))

(Bob, Alice, reply(m1))

m2

done

Bob

Alice

attend(
Bob, x)

P-reply
P-prop-dis

(delete,(Bob, Alice, reply(m1)))
(add,(Alice,Bob,r-p-d(Bob,x))

(Bob, Alice, reply(m1))
(Alice,Bob,r-p-d(Bob,x))

m6

confirm

Alice

Bob

attend(
Bob, x)

P-reply-p-d

(delete,(Alice,Bob,r-p-d(Bob,x))

(Alice,Bob,r-p-d(Bob,x))

Fig. 7. Alice and Bob’s conversation about a meeting, without Bob’s inform to Alice,
and without policy P-inform

call) to the policies: one needs to reference some bit of the agent’s code to
“wake” the agent to a particular event. These private social commitments are
always bound to an inform, but are usually referenced from some subtype of
of inform á la the template method design pattern [10]. These template references are represented in the ﬁgure by the light-colored curved arrows among the
performatives in the sub-lattices at center.
The curved arrow on the extreme left and right of the diagram connecting
social commitments are dependencies between social commitments. This is a
powerful concept that is easily implemented by the observer design pattern [10],
and arises naturally in the system. For example, naturally, one needs to actually
perform an action before proposing to discharge it.

6

Related Work

Conversations and commitments have been studied in argumentation [19], where
the evolution of conversations is motivated by the commitments they imply,
and which are not necessarily made explicit. Others have looked into the mechanics of conversations using operations advancing the state of commitments,
which is a view independent of the intentional motives behind their advancement
[6,12,14,15,18]. We share these views, and aim at identifying public elements
binding the evolution of conversations.

7

Conclusion

The main contribution of this paper is to show how the FIPA performatives
can be mapped onto a social commitment theory framework to allow observable
social behaviour. “Rules” (or policies), like those described in this paper, act
as a codiﬁcation of social norms, so can be easily used by an observer to judge
whether an agent is well behaved relative to the social norms. Social commitments, and the ontology of performatives can be used to implement agents, but
agents do not have be to implemented as social commitment-style agents to be
observed and monitored by an observing agent using commitments as described
here.
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Bob

Alice

decide(Bob,Alice,x)
nack

inform

ack(Bob,Alice,x)

request

reply(Bob,Alice,x)

ack
consider(Alice,Bob,x)

inform

ack(Alice,Bob,x)

ack

reply
[

]

agree

act(Bob,Alice,x)

ack
evaluate(Alice,Bob,x)
ack(Alice,Bob,x)

inform

ack
reply

propose-discharge

propose-discharge(Bob,Alice,x)

reply-propose-discharge(Alice,Bob,x)
[

]

done
ack
ack

inform

accept(Bob,Alice,x)
ack(Bob,Alice,x)

reply
reply-propose-discharge
[

]

confirm
ack

Fig. 8. An implementation view of the policies associated with a typical client-server
request conversation
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